Announcements

1. Betsy Eckert is our new Gov Pubs / RIS representative. Welcome Betsy!
2. The Dean is working on new committee appointments...we may be welcoming/losing members.

Old News

1. Harvesting ETD
   a. Elizabeth has schedule an August meeting to discuss.
   b. After the discussion, ILSAC will be looped in for further discussion and data load planning.

Ongoing

1. GovPublications projects
   a. Add call # to eResource items for GovPubs (export, delete existing items and reload)
   b. Add items to GovPubs MARCive generated bibs with no holdings / items records.
      i. Microform and eResources done, other items handled individually.
   c. Pre-1976 bibs ordered from MARCIVE, data not yet received. ILSAC may be consulted for a preload evaluation.
2. Inventory Project
   a. James scanned first round last week.
   b. Data generated emailed for ILSAC for consideration.
3. Gift processing
   a. Follow-up on workflow-- OK to proceed after initial review?
4. Final follow-up regarding shelf-ready
   a. Speak now or....
5. Clarification regarding deleted records in Sierra upgrade—scope and implications
   a. San Jacinto College reported: “catalogers lost all of the BIB records they had imported from OCLC from the last couple of weeks before the upgrade that they hadn't attached items to yet.”
   b. They are the only institution to have encountered the problem (or, perhaps, to notice it). I’d like to delete unneeded bibs (with cancelled orders) or attach dummy items when possible. CM would like to discuss.
6. Coverage Load
   a. Caitlin and I have some real reservations about attempting a large-scale coverage load and would like to discuss alternatives.